Measurement of right ventricular mechanical synchrony in children using tissue Doppler velocity and two-dimensional strain imaging.
Right ventricular (RV) mechanical dyssynchrony may be associated with RV dysfunction. The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of measuring RV synchrony in normal children using Doppler tissue imaging and two-dimensional speckle tracking. The RV delay (difference in time to peak velocity or two-dimensional strain between the RV lateral wall and the interventricular septum) and standard deviation of time to peak velocity or strain were measured and corrected for heart rate. Intraobserver and interobserver reliabilities were analyzed. One hundred three children were studied. RV delay analysis was feasible in 95% by Doppler tissue imaging and in 63% by two-dimensional speckle tracking (99% and 84% when imaging was adequate). The mean ± 2 standard deviations RV delay by either method was <70 msec or <8% of the cardiac cycle in systole and <65 msec or <7% of the cardiac cycle in diastole. Intraobserver and interobserver variability showed small absolute differences but high variability because delays were either positive or negative. This study establishes the feasibility of the measurement of RV mechanical synchrony in normal children aged 3 to 18 years.